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Abstract

Considered here is on-line portfolio management aimed at maxi-
mizing the long-run growth of financial wealth. The portfolio is re-
peatedly rebalanced in response to observed returns on diverse assets.
Suppose statistical information and related methods are not available
- or deemed too difficult. On that assumption this paper explores how
an adaptive procedure, which totally dispenses with statistics and as-
sociated competence, nonetheless may solve the problem over time.
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1 Introduction

Imagine an investor who steadily aims at maximal long-term growth of his
financial wealth, but always hesitates - or remains untrained - in using prob-
abilistic reasoning and statistical methods. Thus, at any stage, he neither
accesses nor produces estimates of dividend distributions or associated pa-
rameters. That is, although empirically oriented, he never acts like a prob-
abilist or statistician. Instead he straightforwardly asks: could some simple
and reasonable rule maximize the long-run growth rate of the wealth?
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Suggested and studied below is a good candidate. It reallocates wealth
towards assets that most recently generated better return than the current
portfolio. Over time, if the setting is stationary, the rule reaches Kelly’s
criterion [21] which recommends ”betting ones beliefs”. A great difference
though, is that no beliefs are needed here. Instead, reallocation of wealth
is totally driven by observed returns. Thus it differs from [1], [8] in not
requiring probabilistic information or expectations - and from [10], [13] in
not using constant proportions. The proposed rule rather bears on adaptive
algorithms [5], evolutionary systems [19], [30], reinforcement learning [28],
and stochastic approximation [4]. Yet there are close ties to log-optimality
[9], [24] and thereby to numeraire portfolios [23].

Section 2 motivates and specifies the investment rule. Section 3 considers
wealth dynamics and establishes links to log-optimality. Sections 4-5 explore
stability and convergence. Section 6 concludes with some bibliographical
remarks.

2 The Investment Strategy

Suppose proportion pat of financial wealth were already invested, at time t,
into asset a, the latter figuring on a fixed finite list A. One period later that
asset gave gross dividend Xa,t+1 ≥ 0 per unit of account invested.1 How
should the next proportion pa,t+1 then be chosen?

For some guidance at that stage, one would compare the return rate
Xa,t+1, just realized and observed on paper a, with that on the entire port-
folio:

Rt+1 := pt ·Xt+1 :=
∑
a∈A

patXa,t+1.

If Xa,t+1 > Rt+1, then pat < 1, and asset a seems qualified for a strictly larger
proportion of invested capital. So, natural heuritics indicate that pa,t+1 ≥ pat

iff Xa,t+1 ≥ Rt+1. Moreover, when pat > 0, the same reasoning suggests that

∆pat := pa,t+1 − pat ∼ pat [Xa,t+1 −Rt+1] ,

∼ being shorthand for positive proportionality. A minor query comes up
here. While proportions must stay in [0, 1], dividends are measured in some
fixed but arbitrary unit of account. To suppress spurious affects of the latter,
the investment rule might better recommend, for papers already held, that

1Inequality Xa,t+1 ≥ 0 tells that loosing all money invested in a, but not more, is a
worst case.
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relative changes should reflect relative performance:

∆pat

pat

∼ Xa,t+1 −Rt+1

Rt+1

To make this recommendation meaningful, naturally assume Rt+1 > 0.2 In
short, what is advocated and explored below is an investment strategy that
at times t + 1 = 1, 2, .. updates the preceding portion pat of wealth allocated
to asset a ∈ A by the rule:

∆pat = stpat
Xa,t+1 −Rt+1

Rt+1

. (1)

Here st ≥ 0 is a scale factor to be chosen by the investor. It reflects on his
sensitivity to profit incentives as perceived at time t + 1.

(1) reallocates wealth towards papers that perform above the average.
Therefore, to ensure active buying of recent winners and selling of the last
loosers, choose st > 0. Rewriting (1) on the equivalent form

pa,t+1 = (1− st)pa,t + stpat
Xa,t+1

Rt+1

, (2)

we see that st ∈ [0, 1] & pat ≥ 0 ⇒ pa,t+1 ≥ 0. Moreover, st ∈ [0, 1) &
pat > 0 entails pa,t+1 > 0. From (1) also follows, as desired, that

∑
a pat =

1 ⇒
∑

a pa,t+1 = 1.
Such deliberations may lead an investor to let process (1) loose, starting

with each pa0 > 0,
∑

a∈A pa0 = 1, and thereafter react with sensitivity factors
st ∈ (0, 1).

As just argued, any specification of that sort ensures that pat > 0 for
all t and each a. That is, investment remains fully diversified throughout.
This feature appears natural on two accounts. First, if some pa0 = 0, then
pat = 0 for all t to the effect that good opportunities might be foregone.
Second, for reasons not modelled, if direct observation of the entire return
vector Xt := (Xat) ∈ RA is deemed desirable at every stage t, then something
should always be held of each asset.

In any case, (1) is intended to depict a possible evolution t 7→ pt = (pat)
of portfolios.3 It will evolve in the relative interior relintP of the simplex

P :=

{
p = (pa) ∈ RA

+ :
∑
a∈A

pa = 1

}
.

2Typically, gross return Xa,t+1 hovers around 1, and Xa,t+1 = 0 is a worst case. In
other words: all papers considered here entail bounded liability. So, provided pat > 0 for
all a, it suffices for Rt+1 > 0 a.s. to have Pr {

∑
a Xa,t+1 = 0} = 0.

3With apologies for slight abuse of language, since proportions of wealth are at center
stage, henceforth call any p in the standard unit simplex a portfolio.
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Since dividends are random variables, process (1) becomes stochastic. It has
hitherto been motivated merely by heuristic arguments. Next explored is
how it relates to the main objective, namely accumulation of wealth.

3 Growth of Wealth

Financial wealth Wt develops multiplicatively, by the discrete-time dynamics

Wt := Wt−1Rt = W0R1 · · ·Rt = W0(p0 ·X1) · · · (pt−1 ·Xt),

W0 being the initial fortune. Note that money is never injected or withdrawn.
And no transaction cost ever incurs. With no loss of generality posit W0 = 1.
By hypothesis all Rt > 0. Therefore

1

t
log(Wt) =

1

t

t∑
τ=1

log Rτ =
1

t

t∑
τ=1

log(pτ−1 ·Xτ ).

Until other notice assume the gross return vectors Xt, t = 1, 2, ... independent,
and each distributed as a finite-expectation generic X. For short, they are
iid. Then, the strong law of large numbers [7] says that for any constant
portfolio p:

lim
t→+∞

1

t
log(Wt) = E log(p ·X) almost surely. (3)

Temporarily, just for the argument, suppose the investor be well informed
and highly competent. If so, (3) suggests that he should

maximize E log(p ·X) subject to p ∈ P. (4)

Any maximizing portfolio in (4) is called log-optimal. However, in order to
find one of those, at once and for all times, the investor must know the
underlying probability distribution. Also, he better be able to compute and
optimize expectations. But clearly, he may come short on some of these
prerequisites. To wit, knowledge might be imperfect, expectations too hard
to compute, or optimization technology somewhat unfamiliar. So: if scantly
informed, statistically untrained, or computationally unskilled, how should a
worshiper of terminal wealth respond to observed returns?

Merely in heuristic terms, the preceding section already suggested strat-
egy (1). In contrast, this section - for the sake of justifying that same strategy
- considers iterative solution of problem (4). The optimality conditions of
the latter read:

E

[
Xa,t+1

Rt+1

]
= 1 whenever pat > 0, and ≤ 1 otherwise. (5)
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These conditions are necessary and sufficient. They tell that, at any time t,

an optimal portfolio should keep E
[

Xa,t+1

Rt+1

]
= 1 on each asset a ∈ A then

worthy of investment. Accordingly, the investor might update proportions
as follows:

pa,t+1 = pat + stpat

[
E

Xa,t+1

Rt+1

− 1

]
. (6)

As said, the expectation operator E is often ”hard” to execute. Therefore,
in (6) quite simply drop it! But by doing so, formula (2) whence (1) emerges
once again. In upshot, we have arrived at strategy (1) from two different
points of departure. The subsequent sections address how that strategy uli-
mately fares. But first some aside comments are in order:

Note that (1) is not a stochastic gradient method [12]. Applied to (4)
that method would assume the alternative form

pt+1 = P
[
pt + st

Xt+1

Rt+1

]
,

P denoting the orthogonal projection onto P. The latter operation demands
of course, special competence and effort [25]. Therefore it doesn’t square
with our story. Indeed, why should an investor, already portrayed as unable
to calculate or optimize expectations, be perfect in executing orthogonal
projections? A bonus with (1) is that neither expectation nor projection is
ever needed.

4 Stability

Does (1) converge? To explore that question, this section prepares the
ground. It intends to emphasize the stability naturally embodied in pro-
cess (1). Since that process lives in P, we cast arguments in forms known
from models of evolutionary systems [30]. Posit

π(a, p) := E

[
Xa,t+1

p ·Xt+1

]
,

and define a bivariate function on P× P by

π(p, p̄) :=
∑
a∈A

paπ(a, p̄). (7)

Proposition (On log-optimality). The set P̄ of log-optimal portfolios is
nonempty closed convex. Further, p̄ ∈ P̄ iff

π(p, p̄) ≤ π(p̄, p̄) for all p ∈ P. (8)
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Moreover, it holds whenever p̄ ∈ P̄ and p ∈ P�P̄ that

π(p̄, p) > π(p, p). (9)

Proof. The function

p ∈ P 7→L(p) := E log(p ·Xt+1)

is concave and upper semicontinuous. Therefore the set P̄ := arg max L
is nonempty closed convex. (8) derives directly from optimality conditions
(5), using the fact that π equals 1 on the diagonal. For (9) first observe
that p̄ ∈ P̄ & p ∈ P�P̄ implies L(p) < L(p̄). Further, because of concav-
ity, L(p̄) ≤ L(p) + L′(p) · (p̄ − p). Add separately the left and right hand
sides of the last two inequalities to get L′(p) · (p̄ − p) > 0. Finally, since
L′(p) · (p̄− p) = π(p̄, p)− π(p, p), we may conclude. �

Evolutionary game theory offers, albeit merely by way of analogy, another
view on these matters [19], [30]. Regard π(p, p̄) as payoff to the first player,
who chooses strategy p ∈ P, in a two-person, symmetric, noncooperative
game. Inequality (8) tells that log-optimal strategies constitute symmetric
Nash equilibria. Since π(·, p̄) is linear, the first player’s best response, namely:
arg max π(·, p̄) most likely comes non-unique. That is, unless a log-optimal
p̄ be fully concentrated on one asset, many p will maximize π(p, p̄). So, one
can hardly expect that a Nash equilibrium strategy p̄ be strict [29].

Yet each log-optimal portfolio enjoys a sort of stability that goes beyond
(8). In fact, (9) tells that each p̄ ∈ P̄ fares strictly better against any p /∈ P̄
than does the latter against itself. Pursuing that perspective, divide (6)
through by st > 0, replace pt+1 by pt+st , and let st → 0. Thereby emerges a
differential system:

ṗa = pa [π(a, p)− π(p, p)] for each a ∈ A. (10)

As is well known, system (10) is remarkably stable [19], [30]:

Proposition (Asymptotic stability). System (10) is globally asymptotically
stable on the relative interior of the simplex. That is, for any initial p0,
having all pa0 > 0, it holds that each accumulation point of the resulting tra-
jectory is log-optimal.

Proof. The relative entropy (alias Kullback-Leibler distance)

K(p̄, p) :=
∑
a∈A

p̄a log
p̄a

pa

= −
∑
a∈A

p̄a {log pa − log p̄a} (11)
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between any two probability distributions p̄, p ∈ P is jointly convex, non-
negative, and vanishes only when p̄ = p; see [9]. Continuity considerations
justify conventions: 0 log 0 = 0 and r log(r/0) = +∞ when r > 0. Introduce
now a reduced Kullback-Liebler distance function:

k(p) := min {K(p̄, p) : p̄ log-optimal} . (12)

Note that k(p) so defined is (convex and) differentiable. Indeed, for each
p ∈ P there is a unique minimizing p̄ = p̄(p) ∈ P̄. Uniqueness derives from
K(·, p) being strictly convex for each p. Consequently, by Danskin’s envelope
theorem, when all pa > 0,

∇k(p) =
∂

∂p
K(p̄, p)|p̄=p̄(p) = − [p̄a/pa] ∈ RA. (13)

Thus, on the relative interior of the simplex, k(·) is a Lyapunov function
because along a solution trajectory of (10) it has time derivative

k̇ = ∇k(p) · ṗ = −
∑
a∈A

p̄a [π(a, p)− π(p, p)] = − [π(p̄, p)− π(p, p)] ≤ 0,

p̄ denoting the unique minimizer in (12). Moreover, from the preceding
proposition, the last inequality is strict while p 6= p̄. Asymptotic stability fol-
lows from this because k(p), being bounded below, must converge. Its limit
value must equal 0, and the conclusion follows. �

The preceding proof simplifies somewhat in case P̄ is a singleton. Indeed,
this happens if the return vector doesn’t reside in a hyperplane [1], [8]. In
other words: when the return distribution has support of full dimension, p̄
becomes unique.

5 Convergence

Approximation theory [5] links global stability of the continuous-time, deter-
ministic system (10) to that of its discrete-time, stochastic counterpart (1).
Indeed, the method of differential equations together with the results in [4]
give:

Proposition (Global convergence under iid returns). Suppose the return
vectors Xt, t = 0, 1, .. are independent and identically distributed. Also sup-
pose the sensitivity parameters st ∈ (0, 1) satisfy

(I)
∑

t

st = +∞, and (II)
∑

t

s2
t < +∞. (14)
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Then, iteration (1) converges to log-optimality in the sense that k(pt), de-
fined in (12), tends almost surely to zero. �

Broadly, (14) ensures that st → 0, but not too fast. Thus, the agent al-
ways responds to profit signals, albeit ultimately with dwindling sensitivity.

So far, return vectors Xt, t ≥ 0,were presumed iid. For greater realism
that hypothesis should be relaxed. Present serial dependencies, the portfolio
choice at time t had better reflect on the observed history (..., Xt−1, Xt) and
other relevant information, all codified into a sigma-field Ft ⊆ Ft+1. The
investor would then be well advised to solve

Dt := max {Et log(p ·Xt+1) : p ∈ P and Ft-measurable} , (15)

Et := Et [· |Ft ] denoting conditional expectation.4 Any best solution to (15)
is called conditional log-optimal. Cover and Thomas [9] show that such solu-
tions gives a wealth profile t 7→ W̄t that satisfy

Et log W̄t+1 =
t∑

τ=1

Dτ , (16)

and Et

[
Wt+1/W̄t+1

]
≤ 1 almost surely for any other Wt+1.

5

These observations - and many studies - speak for iterative solution of
problem (15); see [8], [9], [20], [23], [24] and references therein. It remains a
hurdle however, to execute E or Et in (6). Simply ignoring these operators
begs a chief question: how will procedure (1) when the return process merely
is stationary? The following theorem indicates that prospects for learning
still are fairly good:

Theorem (Global convergence to log-optimality under stationarity). Sup-
pose all Xt, t ≥ 0, have the same distribution. Further suppose the func-
tion k, defined in (12), is twice continuously differentiable with k′′ uniformly
bounded on all segments ]pt, pt+1[ , t ≥ 0. Then, under (14), iteration (1) con-
verges to log-optimality in the sense that k(pt) tends almost surely to zero. �.

4Allais [2] argues that log(WR) provides an excellent approximation of risk averse
utility when present wealth W grows with random factor R.

5When t 7→ Xt is stationary, as e.g. in [18], dt := EDt becomes non-decreasing, hence
has a limit d, and (16) implies

1
t
E log W̄t → d.

If moreover, t 7→ Xt is ergodic as well, Algoet and Cover [1] strengthened the preceding
statement, proving that 1

t log W̄t → d with probability 1. Then, applying 2 as base for the
logarithm, it holds - to first order in t and with high probability - that W̄t ≈ 2td. In short,
1/d estimates the minimal mean time until wealth has doubled.
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We shall invoke the following auxiliary result, stated without proof; see [5],
Section 5.2.1:

Lemma (Robbins and Siegmund (1971)). Suppose At, Bt, Ct, Dt, t = 0, 1, ...
are finite-valued, non-negative random variables, all measurable with respect
to a sigma-field Ft ⊆ Ft+1, which satisfy

E [At+1 |Ft ] ≤ At(1 + Bt) + Ct −Dt. (17)

Then, in the event {
∑

t Bt < +∞,
∑

t Ct < +∞} it holds that

At → A < ∞ and
∑

t

Dt < +∞ almost surely. � (18)

Proof of Theorem. Let Ft be generated by the return vectors .., Xt−1, Xt

and other relevant information, unveiled up to time t. Plainly, Ft ⊆ Ft+1.
PositAt := k(pt) = K(p̄t, pt). Note thatAt is non-negative and Ft-measurable.
Also, since k(·) is C2 on ]pt, pt+1[, Taylor’s theorem [27] gives

At+1 = k(pt+1) = k(pt) + k′(pt) · (pt+1 − pt) + rt+1, (19)

featuring a remainder

rt+1 := (pt+1 − pt)
T k′′(p̂t)(pt+1 − pt)/2

for some intermediary point p̂t ∈ ]pt, pt+1[ . In (19) take conditional expecta-
tion Et = E [· |Ft ] to get inequality (17) with Bt := 0, Ct := Etrt+1, and

Dt := −k′(pt) · (Etpt+1 − pt)

= st

{∑
a∈A

p̄atEt [Xa,t+1/Rt+1 − 1]

}
= st {π(p̄t, pt)− π(pt, pt)} .

In the last line we used k(pt) = K(p̄t, pt) and (13). The function π was defined
in (7). Inequality (9) tells that Dt ≥ 0.

Now, by condition (II) in (14), the assumption on k′′ ensures that the
event {

∑
t Bt < +∞,

∑
t Ct < +∞} carries full probability. From this (18)

follows. Suppose there is a scenario along which A = lim K(p̄t, pt) > 0. For
that scenario, it holds lim inf {π(p̄t, pt)− π(pt, pt)} > 0. Then condition (I)
in (14) implies the contradiction

∑
Dt = +∞. Consequently, A = 0 a.s., and

this completes the proof. �

Admittedly, few asset markets are non-stationary. Nonetheless, it appears
worthwhile to explore whether and how t 7→ pt, as governed by (1), might
track conditional log-optimal portfolios.
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6 Concluding Remarks

The last decades have seen strong links emerge between theories of evolution
and strategic interaction [29], [30]. More recently, evolutionary perspectives
have produced valuable impacts on finance theory; see e.g. [13], [14], [17],
[18] and references therein. Common to these developments is the accommo-
dation of fairly myopic, somewhat programmed agents.

Investment strategy (1) suits that sort of agents. While driven by direct
observations, it depicts how an imperfectly informed, statistically non-trained
portfolio manager might learn growth-optimal investment over time. Alter-
natively, (1) can serve as a tractable algorithm to compute a log-optimal
portfolio.6 Whatever viewpoint one chooses, to find a good portfolio will
most likely take some time and adaptation.

The above analysis has been slightly prescriptive in nature, recommend-
ing (1) as a candidate strategy for portfolio change. More modestly, that
strategy can facilitate ex post evaluation or on-line quality control. Specifi-
cally, running (1) on historical data the investor may, in hindsight, compare
the resulting growth rate with the one so far achieved. And similarly, for
diagnostic purposes, by managing maybe a minor part of wealth according
to (1), other strategies must compete against the resulting benchmark.

Portfolio choice is subject to numerous econometric studies. Basic then
are investors’ beliefs and expectations. These are hard to identify, model - or
update. In contrast, apart from the responsiveness or sensitivity parameter
st, (1) involve only observable entities. This feature makes empirical studies
of investment behavior much easier. (1) also invites experimental studies
[22].

Following [11] the agent’s consumption has not been considered. Qua
investor he opts for a ”good” strategy that tolerates bounded competence,
complies with natural incentives, and allows much adaptation. What consti-
tutes a good strategy is however, decided by the market. The market is likely
to ”select” the better investment rules, these accumulating most wealth. Co-
existence of several rules, and the evolutionary competition between them,
has not been the object of this paper. It is comforting therefore, that (1), in
such an extended perspective, seems to fare quite well; see [3], [6], [14], [18].
While those studies explored who - i.e., which strategies - will accumulate
most wealth, this note dealt with how a single agent may get rich.

6For computation see also [15], [16].
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